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This real-life The X-Files and Close Encounters of the Third Kind tells the true story of a computer programmer who
tracks paranormal events along a 3,000-mile stretch through the heart of America and is drawn deeper and deeper into a
vast conspiracy. Like “Agent Mulder” of The X-Files, computer programmer and sheriff’s deputy Zukowski is obsessed
with tracking down UFO reports in Colorado. He would take the family with him on weekend trips to look for evidence of
aliens. But this innocent hobby takes on a sinister urgency when Zukowski learns of mutilated livestock, and sees the
bodies of dead horses and cattle—whose exsanguination is inexplicable by any known human or animal means. Along an
expanse of land stretching across the southern borders of Utah, Colorado, and Kansas, Zukowski discovers multiple
bizarre incidences of mutilations, and suddenly realizes that they cluster around the 37th Parallel or “UFO Highway.” So
begins an extraordinary and fascinating journey from El Paso and Rush, Colorado, to a mysterious space studies
company and MUFON, from Roswell and Area 51 to the Pentagon and beyond; to underground secret military caverns
and Indian sacred sites; beneath strange, unexplained lights in the sky and into corporations that obstruct and try to take
over investigations. Inspiring and terrifying, this true story will keep you up at night, staring at the sky, and wondering if
we really are alone...and what could happen next.
A Publishers Weekly Most Anticipated Book of Spring 2021 From a Pulitzer Prize–winning historian, the powerful story of
a fragile nation as it expands across a contested continent. In this beautifully written history of America’s formative
period, a preeminent historian upends the traditional story of a young nation confidently marching to its continentspanning destiny. The newly constituted United States actually emerged as a fragile, internally divided union of states
contending still with European empires and other independent republics on the North American continent. Native peoples
sought to defend their homelands from the flood of American settlers through strategic alliances with the other continental
powers. The system of American slavery grew increasingly powerful and expansive, its vigorous internal trade in Black
Americans separating parents and children, husbands and wives. Bitter party divisions pitted elites favoring strong
government against those, like Andrew Jackson, espousing a democratic populism for white men. Violence was both
routine and organized: the United States invaded Canada, Florida, Texas, and much of Mexico, and forcibly removed
most of the Native peoples living east of the Mississippi. At the end of the period the United States, its conquered territory
reaching the Pacific, remained internally divided, with sectional animosities over slavery growing more intense. Taylor’s
elegant history of this tumultuous period offers indelible miniatures of key characters from Frederick Douglass and
Sojourner Truth to Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Margaret Fuller. It captures the high-stakes political drama as Jackson
and Adams, Clay, Calhoun, and Webster contend over slavery, the economy, Indian removal, and national expansion. A
ground-level account of American industrialization conveys the everyday lives of factory workers and immigrant families.
And the immersive narrative puts us on the streets of Port-au-Prince, Mexico City, Quebec, and the Cherokee capital,
New Echota. Absorbing and chilling, American Republics illuminates the continuities between our own social and political
divisions and the events of this formative period.
"As the first agent to publicly betray the CIA, Philip Agee was on the run for over forty years--a pariah akin to Edward
Snowden. Agee revealed in spectacular detail what many had feared about the CIA's actions, but he also outed and
endangered hundreds of agents. Agee relentlessly opposed the CIA and the regimes it backed, whether in America or
around the world. In Jonathan Stevenson's words, Agee became "one of history's successful viruses: undeniably
effective and impossible to kill." In this first biography of Agee, Stevenson will reveal what made Agee tick, and what
made him run"-The hauntingly prophetic classic novel set in a not-too-distant future where books are burned by a special task force of
firemen. 'Another indispensable classic' The Times ''Ray Bradbury's gift for storytelling reshaped our culture and
expanded our world' Barack Obama Guy Montag is a fireman. His job is to burn books, which are forbidden, being the
source of all discord and unhappiness. Even so, Montag is unhappy; there is discord in his marriage. Are books hidden in
his house? The Mechanical Hound of the Fire Department, armed with a lethal hypodermic, escorted by helicopters, is
ready to track down those dissidents who defy society to preserve and read books. The classic dystopian novel of a postliterate future, Fahrenheit 451 stands alongside Orwell's 1984 and Huxley's Brave New World as a prophetic account of
Western civilization's enslavement by the media, drugs and conformity. Bradbury's powerful and poetic prose combines
with uncanny insight into the potential of technology to create a novel which, decades on from first publication, still has
the power to dazzle and shock.
As part of the notorious MIT Team depicted in Ben Mezrich's now classic Bringing Down the House, Jeff Ma used math
and statistics to master the game of blackjack and reap handsome rewards at casinos. Years later, Ma has inspired not
only a bestselling novel and hit movie, but has also started three different companies--the latest of which, Citizen Sports,
is an innovative marriage of sports, betting, and digital technology--and launched a successful corporate speaking career.
The House Advantage reveals Ma's cutting-edge mathematical insights into the world of statistics and makes them
applicable to a wide business audience. He argues that numbers are the key to analyzing nearly everything in the world
of business, from how to spot and profit from global market inefficiencies to having multiple backup plans in anticipation
of every probability. Ma's stories and business lessons are as intriguing as they are universally applicable.
8 starred reviews · Goodreads Choice Awards Best of the Best · William C. Morris Award Winner · National Book Award
Longlist · Printz Honor Book · Coretta Scott King Honor Book · #1 New York Times Bestseller! "Absolutely riveting!"
—Jason Reynolds "Stunning." —John Green "This story is necessary. This story is important." —Kirkus (starred review)
"Heartbreakingly topical." —Publishers Weekly (starred review) "A marvel of verisimilitude." —Booklist (starred review) "A
powerful, in-your-face novel." —Horn Book (starred review) Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between two worlds: the
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poor neighborhood where she lives and the fancy suburban prep school she attends. The uneasy balance between these
worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at the hands of a police
officer. Khalil was unarmed. Soon afterward, his death is a national headline. Some are calling him a thug, maybe even a
drug dealer and a gangbanger. Protesters are taking to the streets in Khalil’s name. Some cops and the local drug lord
try to intimidate Starr and her family. What everyone wants to know is: what really went down that night? And the only
person alive who can answer that is Starr. But what Starr does—or does not—say could upend her community. It could
also endanger her life. Want more of Garden Heights? Catch Maverick and Seven’s story in Concrete Rose, Angie
Thomas's powerful prequel to The Hate U Give.
Author Nathaniel Tilton was just a regular guy with a regular job when he read Bringing Down the House and decided he
wanted to do what the players in that book did. A journey through the inner world of card counting, the lessons of
teamwork, and the clandestine pursuit of beating the odds, in The Blackjack Life Tilton relates the story of his personal
journey through the smoke-filled casinos in which he and his playing partner gambled, to the seedy backrooms that he
hoped he would never see. More than just wins and losses, The Blackjack Life is about the growth of a man who
discovered himself through the unlikeliest of places – the world of professional blackjack -- and who now shares his
informed view of the opportunities that still exist for skilled players and what it’s really like to travel that road today.
When a young girl ventures through a hidden door, she finds another life with shocking similarities to her own. Coraline
has moved to a new house with her parents and she is fascinated by the fact that their 'house' is in fact only half a house!
Divided into flats years before, there is a brick wall behind a door where once there was a corridor. One day it is a
corridor again and the intrepid Coraline wanders down it. And so a nightmare-ish mystery begins that takes Coraline into
the arms of counterfeit parents and a life that isn't quite right. Can Coraline get out? Can she find her real parents? Will
life ever be the same again?
In this major new history of the Civil War, Bruce Levine tells the riveting story of how that conflict upended the economic,
political, and social life of the old South, utterly destroying the Confederacy and the society it represented and defended.
Told through the words of the people who lived it, The Fall of the House of Dixie illuminates the way a war undertaken to
preserve the status quo became a second American Revolution whose impact on the country was as strong and lasting
as that of our first. In 1860 the American South was a vast, wealthy, imposing region where a small minority had
amassed great political power and enormous fortunes through a system of forced labor. The South’s large population of
slaveless whites almost universally supported the basic interests of plantation owners, despite the huge wealth gap that
separated them. By the end of 1865 these structures of wealth and power had been shattered. Millions of black people
had gained their freedom, many poorer whites had ceased following their wealthy neighbors, and plantation owners were
brought to their knees, losing not only their slaves but their political power, their worldview, their very way of life. This sea
change was felt nationwide, as the balance of power in Congress, the judiciary, and the presidency shifted dramatically
and lastingly toward the North, and the country embarked on a course toward equal rights. Levine captures the manysided human drama of this story using a huge trove of diaries, letters, newspaper articles, government documents, and
more. In The Fall of the House of Dixie, the true stakes of the Civil War become clearer than ever before, as slaves battle
for their freedom in the face of brutal reprisals; Abraham Lincoln and his party turn what began as a limited war for the
Union into a crusade against slavery by issuing the Emancipation Proclamation; poor southern whites grow increasingly
disillusioned with fighting what they have come to see as the plantation owners’ war; and the slave owners grow ever
more desperate as their beloved social order is destroyed, not just by the Union Army, but also from within. When the
smoke clears, not only Dixie but all of American society is changed forever. Brilliantly argued and engrossing, The Fall of
the House of Dixie is a sweeping account of the destruction of the old South during the Civil War, offering a fresh
perspective on the most colossal struggle in our history and the new world it brought into being. Praise for The Fall of the
House of Dixie “This is the Civil War as it is seldom seen. . . . A portrait of a country in transition . . . as vivid as any that
has been written.”—The Boston Globe “An absorbing social history . . . For readers whose Civil War bibliography runs to
standard works by Bruce Catton and James McPherson, [Bruce] Levine’s book offers fresh insights.”—The Wall Street
Journal “More poignantly than any book before, The Fall of the House of Dixie shows how deeply intertwined the
Confederacy was with slavery, and how the destruction of both made possible a ‘second American revolution’ as farreaching as the first.”—David W. Blight, author of American Oracle “Splendidly colorful . . . Levine recounts this tale of
Southern institutional rot with the ease and authority born of decades of study.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “A
deep, rich, and complex analysis of the period surrounding and including the American Civil War.”—Publishers Weekly
(starred review)
"Drawing on the Academy Award-winning actor's journals and diaries from the last 40 years, this book presents a
uniquely McConaughey approach to achieving success and satisfaction"-"This book is a message from autistic people to their parents, friends, teachers, coworkers and doctors showing what life
is like on the spectrum. It's also my love letter to autistic people. For too long, we have been forced to navigate a world
where all the road signs are written in another language." With a reporter's eye and an insider's perspective, Eric Garcia
shows what it's like to be autistic across America. Garcia began writing about autism because he was frustrated by the
media's coverage of it; the myths that the disorder is caused by vaccines, the narrow portrayals of autistic people as
white men working in Silicon Valley. His own life as an autistic person didn't look anything like that. He is Latino, a
graduate of the University of North Carolina, and works as a journalist covering politics in Washington D.C. Garcia
realized he needed to put into writing what so many autistic people have been saying for years; autism is a part of their
identity, they don't need to be fixed. In We're Not Broken, Garcia uses his own life as a springboard to discuss the social
and policy gaps that exist in supporting those on the spectrum. From education to healthcare, he explores how autistic
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people wrestle with systems that were not built with them in mind. At the same time, he shares the experiences of all
types of autistic people, from those with higher support needs, to autistic people of color, to those in the LGBTQ
community. In doing so, Garcia gives his community a platform to articulate their own needs, rather than having others
speak for them, which has been the standard for far too long.
The Pulitzer Prize-winning epic of the Great Depression, a book that galvanized—and sometimes outraged—millions of
readers. First published in 1939, Steinbeck’s Pulitzer Prize-winning epic of the Great Depression chronicles the Dust
Bowl migration of the 1930s and tells the story of one Oklahoma farm family, the Joads—driven from their homestead and
forced to travel west to the promised land of California. Out of their trials and their repeated collisions against the hard
realities of an America divided into Haves and Have-Nots evolves a drama that is intensely human yet majestic in its
scale and moral vision, elemental yet plainspoken, tragic but ultimately stirring in its human dignity. A portrait of the
conflict between the powerful and the powerless, of one man’s fierce reaction to injustice, and of one woman’s stoical
strength, the novel captures the horrors of the Great Depression and probes into the very nature of equality and justice in
America. At once a naturalistic epic, captivity narrative, road novel, and transcendental gospel, Steinbeck’s powerful
landmark novel is perhaps the most American of American Classics. This Centennial edition, specially designed to
commemorate one hundred years of Steinbeck, features french flaps and deckle-edged pages. For more than sixty-five
years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,500
titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished
scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
After five weeks on the "New York Times" bestseller list in hardcover, Mezrich's inside story of the young card-counting
masterminds who took on Vegas is poised to reach an even wider audience in its new paperback edition.
David Profumo was just seven when his father, who had been Secretary of State for War, resigned from the Macmillan
government. Despite the humiliation that followed, his parents stayed together. Drawing on diaries and other
memorabilia, this book presents an account of their family life before, during and after the sensational events of 1963.
In his first work of narrative nonfiction, Matthew Pearl, bestselling author of acclaimed novel The Dante Club, explores
the little-known true story of the kidnapping of legendary pioneer Daniel Boone’s daughter and the dramatic aftermath
that rippled across the nation. On a quiet midsummer day in 1776, weeks after the signing of the Declaration of
Independence, thirteen-year-old Jemima Boone and her friends Betsy and Fanny Callaway disappear near the Kentucky
settlement of Boonesboro, the echoes of their faraway screams lingering on the air. A Cherokee-Shawnee raiding party
has taken the girls as the latest salvo in the blood feud between American Indians and the colonial settlers who have
decimated native lands and resources. Hanging Maw, the raiders’ leader, recognizes one of the captives as Jemima
Boone, daughter of Kentucky's most influential pioneers, and realizes she could be a valuable pawn in the battle to drive
the colonists out of the contested Kentucky territory for good. With Daniel Boone and his posse in pursuit, Hanging Maw
devises a plan that could ultimately bring greater peace both to the tribes and the colonists. But after the girls find clever
ways to create a trail of clues, the raiding party is ambushed by Boone and the rescuers in a battle with reverberations
that nobody could predict. As Matthew Pearl reveals, the exciting story of Jemima Boone’s kidnapping vividly illuminates
the early days of America’s westward expansion, and the violent and tragic clashes across cultural lines that ensue. In
this enthralling narrative in the tradition of Candice Millard and David Grann, Matthew Pearl unearths a forgotten and
dramatic series of events from early in the Revolutionary War that opens a window into America’s transition from colony
to nation, with the heavy moral costs incurred amid shocking new alliances and betrayals.
“This majestic, moving novel is an instant classic, a book that will be read, discussed and taught beyond the rest of our
lives.”—Chicago Tribune Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award, A Lesson Before Dying is a deep and
compassionate novel about a young man who returns to 1940s Cajun country to visit a black youth on death row for a
crime he didn't commit. Together they come to understand the heroism of resisting. From the critically acclaimed author
of A Gathering of Old Men and The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman.
In the arena of sports fandom, it's easy to lose one's passion in a sea of failed decisions. There finally comes a time when 'desperation'
becomes the houses' last seat at the table. In the most improbable game of 21, Cisco "The Dealer" Wheeler dares to make a gamble with no
logic against the odds for one last chance to experience the thing he loved the most! Steve Hayes and his love of baseball come honestly. As
a formert player and student of the game, he authored the biography of Cincinnati Reds "super-scout" Gene Bennett and chronicled his 58
years with the team which became a "Red's Nation" best-seller. For over fifty - years, Steve has enjoyed success in the radio business and
has always considered himself just a story-teller at heart. Born and raised in Southern Ohio, his radio travels have been through major
markets such as Houston, Cincinnati, Louisville, Lexington, Ky. Daytona Beach, Jacksonville and Huntington, W.Va. Returning to his
hometown in 1999 to assume radio ownership, on-air hosting, and management of several local stations, it brought his career full- circle to
begin a dormant passion he had always known was within; writing. He began as a weekly columnist for the local paper for almost fifteen
years during which time writing successful insights and books fueled his creativity and passion. Steve's last memoir in 2017 was titled "Snap
Shots" which was a regional bestt-seller about pop personalities with all profit- proceeds being donated to the local no-kill mal shelter. At
home on a five acre farm on the Ohio River, fishing, traveling, and collecting as many stories as he can is still Steve's regular routine. Added
to the list, he is still collecting yarns to tell and getting up at 4:00 am to host his popular morning radio program from 5am-10am on WNXT-FM
and worldwide at wnxtradio@yahoo.com.
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy approaches the time when he will receive a life assignment from the Elders, but his
selection leads him to a mysterious man known as the Giver, who reveals the dark secrets behind the utopian facade.
Afghanistan, 1975: Twelve-year-old Amir is desperate to win the local kite-fighting tournament and his loyal friend Hassan promises to help
him. But neither of the boys can foresee what will happen to Hassan that afternoon, an event that is to shatter their lives. After the Russians
invade and the family is forced to flee to America, Amir realises that one day he must return to Afghanistan under Taliban rule to find the one
thing that his new world cannot grant him: redemption.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER • NAMED ONE OF TIME’S TEN BEST NONFICTION
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BOOKS OF THE DECADE • PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST • NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD FINALIST • ONE OF OPRAH’S
“BOOKS THAT HELP ME THROUGH” • NOW AN HBO ORIGINAL SPECIAL EVENT Hailed by Toni Morrison as “required reading,” a bold
and personal literary exploration of America’s racial history by “the most important essayist in a generation and a writer who changed the
national political conversation about race” (Rolling Stone) NAMED ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF THE DECADE BY CNN
• NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF THE DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New
York Times Book Review • O: The Oprah Magazine • The Washington Post • People • Entertainment Weekly • Vogue • Los Angeles Times
• San Francisco Chronicle • Chicago Tribune • New York • Newsday • Library Journal • Publishers Weekly In a profound work that pivots
from the biggest questions about American history and ideals to the most intimate concerns of a father for his son, Ta-Nehisi Coates offers a
powerful new framework for understanding our nation’s history and current crisis. Americans have built an empire on the idea of “race,” a
falsehood that damages us all but falls most heavily on the bodies of black women and men—bodies exploited through slavery and
segregation, and, today, threatened, locked up, and murdered out of all proportion. What is it like to inhabit a black body and find a way to live
within it? And how can we all honestly reckon with this fraught history and free ourselves from its burden? Between the World and Me is TaNehisi Coates’s attempt to answer these questions in a letter to his adolescent son. Coates shares with his son—and readers—the story of his
awakening to the truth about his place in the world through a series of revelatory experiences, from Howard University to Civil War
battlefields, from the South Side of Chicago to Paris, from his childhood home to the living rooms of mothers whose children’s lives were
taken as American plunder. Beautifully woven from personal narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally charged reportage,
Between the World and Me clearly illuminates the past, bracingly confronts our present, and offers a transcendent vision for a way forward.
"How to Burn Down the House: The Infamous Waiter and Bartender's Scam Bible" is the first insider's guide to restaurant and barroom con
games. Written by two Bourbon Street waiters, it contains humorous step by step discriptions of every scam in the book, with instructions on
how to pull them off undetected.
The bestselling coming-of-age classic, acclaimed by critics, beloved by readers of all ages, taught in schools and universities alike, and
translated around the world—from the winner of the 2019 PEN/Nabokov Award for Achievement in International Literature. The House on
Mango Street is the remarkable story of Esperanza Cordero, a young Latina girl growing up in Chicago, inventing for herself who and what
she will become. Told in a series of vignettes-sometimes heartbreaking, sometimes deeply joyous-Sandra Cisneros' masterpiece is a classic
story of childhood and self-discovery. Few other books in our time have touched so many readers.
A haunting gothic tale by master mysery writer John Bellairs--soon to be a major motion picture starring Cate Blanchett and Jack Black! "The
House With a Clock in Its Walls will cast its spell for a long time."--The New York Times Book Review When Lewis Barnavelt, an orphan.
comes to stay with his uncle Jonathan, he expects to meet an ordinary person. But he is wrong. Uncle Jonathan and his next-door neighbor,
Mrs. Zimmermann, are both magicians! Lewis is thrilled. At first, watchng magic is enough. Then Lewis experiments with magic himself and
unknowingly resurrects the former owner of the house: a woman named Selenna Izard. It seems that Selenna and her husband built a
timepiece into the walls--a clock that could obliterate humankind. And only the Barnavelts can stop it!
A biography of venture capitalist and entrepreneur Peter Thiel, the enigmatic, controversial, and hugely influential power broker who sits at
the dynamic intersection of tech, business, and politics A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice “Max Chafkin’s The Contrarian is
much more than a consistently shocking biography of Peter Thiel, the most important investor in tech and a key supporter of the Donald
Trump presidency. It’s also a disturbing history of Silicon Valley that will make you reconsider the ideological foundations of America’s
relentless engine of creative destruction.”—Brad Stone, author of The Everything Store and Amazon Unbound Since the days of the dot-com
bubble in the late 1990s, no industry has made a greater impact on the world than Silicon Valley. And few individuals have done more to
shape Silicon Valley than Peter Thiel. The billionaire venture capitalist and entrepreneur has been a behind-the-scenes operator influencing
countless aspects of our contemporary way of life, from the technologies we use every day to the delicate power balance between Silicon
Valley, Wall Street, and Washington. But despite his power and the ubiquity of his projects, no public figure is quite so mysterious. In the first
major biography of Thiel, Max Chafkin traces the trajectory of the innovator's singular life and worldview, from his upbringing as the child of
immigrant parents and years at Stanford as a burgeoning conservative thought leader to his founding of PayPal and Palantir, early
investment in Facebook and SpaceX, and relationships with fellow tech titans Mark Zuckerberg, Elon Musk, and Eric Schmidt. The Contrarian
illuminates the extent to which Thiel has sought to export his values to the corridors of power beyond Silicon Valley, including funding the
lawsuit that destroyed the blog Gawker and strenuously backing far-right political candidates, notably Donald Trump for president in 2016.
Eye-opening and deeply reported, The Contrarian is a revelatory biography of a one-of-a-kind leader and an incisive portrait of a tech industry
whose explosive growth and power is both thrilling and fraught with controversy.

Before GPS, before the compass, and even before cartography, humankind was navigating. Now this singular guide
helps us rediscover what our ancestors long understood—that a windswept tree, the depth of a puddle, or a trill of
birdsong can help us find our way, if we know what to look and listen for. Adventurer and navigation expert Tristan
Gooley unlocks the directional clues hidden in the sun, moon, stars, clouds, weather patterns, lengthening shadows,
changing tides, plant growth, and the habits of wildlife. Rich with navigational anecdotes collected across ages,
continents, and cultures, The Natural Navigator will help keep you on course and open your eyes to the wonders, large
and small, of the natural world.
From the incomparable Emmy, Grammy, and Tony Award winner, a powerful and revealing autobiography about race,
sexuality, art, and healing It’s easy to be yourself when who and what you are is in vogue. But growing up Black and gay
in America has never been easy. Before Billy Porter was slaying red carpets and giving an iconic Emmy-winning
performance in the celebrated TV show Pose; before he was the groundbreaking Tony and Grammy Award-winning star
of Broadway’s Kinky Boots; and before he was an acclaimed recording artist, actor, playwright, director, and all-around
legend, Porter was a young boy in Pittsburgh who was seen as different, who didn’t fit in. At five years old, Porter was
sent to therapy to “fix” his effeminacy. He was endlessly bullied at school, sexually abused by his stepfather, and
criticized at his church. Porter came of age in a world where simply being himself was a constant struggle. Billy Porter’s
Unprotected is the life story of a singular artist and survivor in his own words. It is the story of a boy whose talent and
courage opened doors for him, but only a crack. It is the story of a teenager discovering himself, learning his voice and
his craft amidst deep trauma. And it is the story of a young man whose unbreakable determination led him through
countless hard times to where he is now; a proud icon who refuses to back down or hide. Porter is a multitalented,
multifaceted treasure at the top of his game, and Unprotected is a resonant, inspirational story of trauma and healing,
shot through with his singular voice.
A deliciously wry, edge-of-the-seat memoir of making a fortune with card counters across a wide swath of blackjack in
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America. At twenty-four, Josh Axelrad held down a respectable and ominously dull job on Wall Street. Adventure was a
tuna fish sandwich instead of the usual turkey for lunch. Then one night, a stranger at a cocktail party persuaded him to
leave the nine-to-five behind and pursue an unlikely dream: the jackpot. The stranger was a blackjack card counter, and
he sold Axelrad on the vision of Vegas with all its intrigue, adventure- and cash. Repeat Until Rich is Axelrad's taut,
atmospheric, and darkly hilarious account of ditching the mundane and entering the alternative universe of professional
blackjack. Axelrad has one thing in common with his team: Jon Roth, the leader and a former options trader; Neal
Matcha, a recovering lawyer; Aldous Kaufman, a retired math Ph.D. candidate. They all thrived in the straight world,
found success boring, and vowed to make life more exotic. Axelrad adopts Roth's philosophy-"repeat until rich"-and from
his strategy and skill spring hasty retreats across casino floors, high-speed car chases, arrests on dubious grounds, and
the massive cash paydays that make it all worthwhile. Along the way, he unveils the tactics and debunks the myths of
professional card counters. In team play, he's either the "big player," who bets the big money, or the "controller," who
subtly coordinates the team's betting while wagering only the minimum himself. Counting is not illegal, and it's less
intellectually daunting than its MIT-level mystique suggests. With clarity and wit, Repeat Until Rich proves the old
gambler's maxim that "if you can tip a waiter, you can count cards." But it also proves how zealous, even forceful, casino
bosses can be in "backing off" counters-seeing past their undercover methods and banning them from the tables. Josh
soon grows to love all this trouble, and discovers, more than the money, what he needs most of all is the rush. Filled with
actual bad guys, chase scenes, and high stakes, Repeat Until Rich offers an intoxicating, unprecedented view of the
dangerous allure of living off the cards and one's wits.
“With her sterling debut, Evie Dunmore dives into a fresh new space in historical romance that hits all the right
notes.”—Entertainment Weekly A stunning debut for author Evie Dunmore and her Oxford suffragists in which a fiercely
independent vicar's daughter takes on a powerful duke in a fiery love story that threatens to upend the British social
order. England, 1879. Annabelle Archer, the brilliant but destitute daughter of a country vicar, has earned herself a place
among the first cohort of female students at the renowned University of Oxford. In return for her scholarship, she must
support the rising women's suffrage movement. Her charge: recruit men of influence to champion their cause. Her target:
Sebastian Devereux, the cold and calculating Duke of Montgomery who steers Britain's politics at the Queen's command.
Her challenge: not to give in to the powerful attraction she can't deny for the man who opposes everything she stands for.
Sebastian is appalled to find a suffragist squad has infiltrated his ducal home, but the real threat is his impossible feelings
for green-eyed beauty Annabelle. He is looking for a wife of equal standing to secure the legacy he has worked so hard
to rebuild, not an outspoken commoner who could never be his duchess. But he wouldn't be the greatest strategist of the
Kingdom if he couldn't claim this alluring bluestocking without the promise of a ring...or could he? Locked in a battle with
rising passion and a will matching her own, Annabelle will learn just what it takes to topple a duke.... “There is nothing
quite so satisfying as seeing such a man brought to his knees by a beautiful woman with nothing to her name except an
inviolable sense of her own self-worth.”—NPR
As part of the notorious MIT Team depicted in Ben Mezrich's now classic Bringing Down the House, Jeff Ma used math
and statistics to master the game of blackjack and reap handsome rewards at casinos. Years later, Ma has inspired not
only a bestselling novel and hit movie, but has also started three different companies—the latest of which, Citizen Sports,
is an innovative marriage of sports, betting, and digital technology—and launched a successful corporate speaking career.
The House Advantage reveals Ma's cutting-edge mathematical insights into the world of statistics and makes them
applicable to a wide business audience. He argues that numbers are the key to analyzing nearly everything in the world
of business, from how to spot and profit from global market inefficiencies to having multiple backup plans in anticipation
of every probability. Ma's stories and business lessons are as intriguing as they are universally applicable.
"Blazingly original, wry, and perfectly attuned to the oddness—and the profundity—of life” (Cristina Henríquez), Claire
Luchette's debut, Agatha of Little Neon, is a novel about yearning and sisterhood, figuring out how you fit in (or don’t),
and the unexpected friends who help you find your truest self Agatha has lived every day of the last nine years with her
sisters: they work together, laugh together, pray together. Their world is contained within the little house they share. The
four of them are devoted to Mother Roberta and to their quiet, purposeful life. But when the parish goes broke, the sisters
are forced to move. They land in Woonsocket, a former mill town now dotted with wind turbines. They take over the care
of a halfway house, where they live alongside their charges, such as the jawless Tim Gary and the headstrong
Lawnmower Jill. Agatha is forced to venture out into the world alone to teach math at a local all-girls high school, where
for the first time in years she has to reckon all on her own with what she sees and feels. Who will she be if she isn’t with
her sisters? These women, the church, have been her home. Or has she just been hiding? Disarming, delightfully
deadpan, and full of searching, Claire Luchette’s Agatha of Little Neon offers a view into the lives of women and the
choices they make.
The instant #1 New York Times bestseller! “It's the best memoir I've ever read.” —Oprah Winfrey “Will Smith isn't holding
back in his bravely inspiring new memoir . . . An ultimately heartwarming read, Will provides a humane glimpse of the
man behind the actor, producer and musician, as he bares all his insecurities and trauma.” —USA Today One of the most
dynamic and globally recognized entertainment forces of our time opens up fully about his life, in a brave and inspiring
book that traces his learning curve to a place where outer success, inner happiness, and human connection are aligned.
Along the way, Will tells the story in full of one of the most amazing rides through the worlds of music and film that
anyone has ever had. Will Smith’s transformation from a West Philadelphia kid to one of the biggest rap stars of his era,
and then one of the biggest movie stars in Hollywood history, is an epic tale—but it’s only half the story. Will Smith
thought, with good reason, that he had won at life: not only was his own success unparalleled, his whole family was at
the pinnacle of the entertainment world. Only they didn't see it that way: they felt more like star performers in his circus, a
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seven-days-a-week job they hadn't signed up for. It turned out Will Smith's education wasn't nearly over. This memoir is
the product of a profound journey of self-knowledge, a reckoning with all that your will can get you and all that it can leave
behind. Written with the help of Mark Manson, author of the multi-million-copy bestseller The Subtle Art of Not Giving a
F*ck, Will is the story of how one person mastered his own emotions, written in a way that can help everyone else do the
same. Few of us will know the pressure of performing on the world's biggest stages for the highest of stakes, but we can
all understand that the fuel that works for one stage of our journey might have to be changed if we want to make it all the
way home. The combination of genuine wisdom of universal value and a life story that is preposterously entertaining,
even astonishing, puts Will the book, like its author, in a category by itself.
Recounts the story of how a notorious gang of MIT blackjack savants devised and received backing for a system for
winning at the world's most sophisticated casinos, an endeavor that earned them more than three million dollars.
Originally published as Bringing Down the House. Reissue. (A Columbia Pictures film, written by Peter Steinfeld & Allan
Loeb, directed by Robert Luketic, releasing March 2008, starring Kevin Spacey, Kate Bosworth, Laurence Fishburne, Jim
Sturgess, & others) (Current Affairs)
The New York Times bestselling author of Bringing Down the House and The Accidental Billionaires tells his most
incredible story yet: A true drama of obscene wealth, crime, rivalry, and betrayal from deep inside the world of billionaire
Russian oligarchs that Booklist called “one more example of just how talented a storyteller [Mezrich] is.” Meet two largerthan-life Russians: former mathematician Boris Berezovsky, who moved into more lucrative ventures as well as politics,
becoming known as the Godfather of the Kremlin; and Roman Abramovich, a dashing young entrepreneur who built one
of Russia’s largest oil companies from the ground up. After a chance meeting on a yacht in the Caribbean, the men
became locked in a complex partnership, surfing the waves of privatization after the fall of the Soviet regime and
amassing mega fortunes while also taking the reins of power in Russia. With Berezovsky serving as the younger
entrepreneur’s krysha—literally, his roof, his protector—they battled their way through the “Wild East” of Russia until their
relationship soured when Berezovsky attacked President Vladimir Putin in the media. Dead bodies trailed Berezovsky as
he escaped to London, where an associate died painfully of Polonium poisoning, creating an international furor. As
Abramovich prospered, Berezovsky was found dead in a luxurious London town house, declared a suicide. With
unprecedented, exclusive first-person sourcing, Mezrich takes us inside a world of unimaginable wealth, power, and
corruption to uncover this exciting story, a true-life thriller epic for our time—“Wolf Hall on the Moskva” (Bookpage).
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A modern American epic set against the panorama of contemporary politics and
culture—a hurtling, page-turning mystery that is equal parts The Great Gatsby and The Bonfire of the Vanities NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR • PBS • HARPER’S BAZAAR • ESQUIRE • FINANCIAL TIMES •
THE TIMES OF INDIA On the day of Barack Obama’s inauguration, an enigmatic billionaire from foreign shores takes up
residence in the architectural jewel of “the Gardens,” a cloistered community in New York’s Greenwich Village. The
neighborhood is a bubble within a bubble, and the residents are immediately intrigued by the eccentric newcomer and his
family. Along with his improbable name, untraceable accent, and unmistakable whiff of danger, Nero Golden has brought
along his three adult sons: agoraphobic, alcoholic Petya, a brilliant recluse with a tortured mind; Apu, the flamboyant
artist, sexually and spiritually omnivorous, famous on twenty blocks; and D, at twenty-two the baby of the family,
harboring an explosive secret even from himself. There is no mother, no wife; at least not until Vasilisa, a sleek Russian
expat, snags the septuagenarian Nero, becoming the queen to his king—a queen in want of an heir. Our guide to the
Goldens’ world is their neighbor René, an ambitious young filmmaker. Researching a movie about the Goldens, he
ingratiates himself into their household. Seduced by their mystique, he is inevitably implicated in their quarrels, their
infidelities, and, indeed, their crimes. Meanwhile, like a bad joke, a certain comic-book villain embarks upon a crass
presidential run that turns New York upside-down. Set against the strange and exuberant backdrop of current American
culture and politics, The Golden House also marks Salman Rushdie’s triumphant and exciting return to realism. The
result is a modern epic of love and terrorism, loss and reinvention—a powerful, timely story told with the daring and
panache that make Salman Rushdie a force of light in our dark new age. Praise for The Golden House “[A] modern
masterpiece . . . telling a story full of wonder and leaving you marveling at how it ever came out of the author’s
head.”—Associated Press “Wildly satiric and yet piercingly real . . . If F. Scott Fitzgerald, Homer, Euripides, and
Shakespeare collaborated on a contemporary fall-of-an-empire epic set in New York City, the result would be The Golden
House.”—Poets & Writers “A tonic addition to American—no, world!—literature . . . a Greek tragedy with Indian roots and
New York coordinates.”—San Francisco Chronicle
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The book that sparked a revolution and inspired the hit Netflix series Tidying Up
with Marie Kondo: the original guide to decluttering your home once and for all. ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL
BOOKS OF THE DECADE—CNN Despite constant efforts to declutter your home, do papers still accumulate like
snowdrifts and clothes pile up like a tangled mess of noodles? Japanese cleaning consultant Marie Kondo takes tidying
to a whole new level, promising that if you properly simplify and organize your home once, you’ll never have to do it
again. Most methods advocate a room-by-room or little-by-little approach, which doom you to pick away at your piles of
stuff forever. The KonMari Method, with its revolutionary category-by-category system, leads to lasting results. In fact,
none of Kondo’s clients have lapsed (and she still has a three-month waiting list). With detailed guidance for determining
which items in your house “spark joy” (and which don’t), this international bestseller will help you clear your clutter and
enjoy the unique magic of a tidy home—and the calm, motivated mindset it can inspire.
Charlie Lewis goes on a roller coaster ride of risk, math, and gaming in this middle grade novel that parallels the New
York Times bestselling Bringing Down the House, which inspired the movie 21 with Kevin Spacey. Charlie Lewis is a
nerd. All he’s ever been good at is math—and he’s really good at math. So good that he’s recruited by a group of kids
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determined to game the system at the biggest theme park in the world—and win the grand prize. Soon Charlie is caught
up in the excitement and thrill of using his math skills for awesomeness…but what’s at stake may be more than he’s
willing to risk. How far will Charlie go for a chance at the ultimate reward?
A Newbery Honor WinnerA New York Times Bestseller This stunning fantasy inspired by Chinese folklore is a companion
novel to Starry River of the Sky and the New York Times bestselling and National Book Award finalist When the Sea
Turned to Silver In the valley of Fruitless mountain, a young girl named Minli lives in a ramshackle hut with her parents. In
the evenings, her father regales her with old folktales of the Jade Dragon and the Old Man on the Moon, who knows the
answers to all of life's questions. Inspired by these stories, Minli sets off on an extraordinary journey to find the Old Man
on the Moon to ask him how she can change her family's fortune. She encounters an assorted cast of characters and
magical creatures along the way, including a dragon who accompanies her on her quest for the ultimate answer. Grace
Lin, author of the beloved Year of the Dog and Year of the Rat returns with a wondrous story of adventure, faith, and
friendship. A fantasy crossed with Chinese folklore, Where the Mountain Meets the Moon is a timeless story reminiscent
of The Wizard of Oz and Kelly Barnhill's The Girl Who Drank the Moon. Her beautiful illustrations, printed in full-color,
accompany the text throughout. Once again, she has created a charming, engaging book for young readers.
He played in casinos around the world with a plan to make himself richer than anyone could possibly imagine -- but it
would nearly cost him his life. Semyon Dukach was known as the Darling of Las Vegas. A legend at age twenty-one, this
cocky hotshot was the biggest high roller to appear in Sin City in decades, a mathematical genius with a system the
casinos had never seen before and couldn't stop -- a system that has never been revealed until now; that has nothing to
do with card counting, wasn't illegal, and was more powerful than anything that had been tried before. Las Vegas.
Atlantic City. Aruba. Barcelona. London. And the jewel of the gambling crown -- Monte Carlo. Dukach and his fellow MIT
students hit them all and made millions. They came in hard, with stacks of cash; big, seemingly insane bets; women
hanging on their arms; and fake identities. Although they were taking classes and studying for exams during the week,
over the weekends they stormed the blackjack tables only to be harassed, banned from casinos, threatened at gunpoint,
and beaten in Vegas's notorious back rooms. The stakes were high, the dangers very real, but the players were up to the
challenges, consequences be damned. There was Semyon Dukach himself, bored with school and broke; Victor Cassius,
the slick, brilliant MIT grad student who galvanized the team; Owen Keller, with stunning ability but a dark past that would
catch up to him; and Allie Simpson, bright, clever, and a feast for the eyes. In the classroom, they were geeks. On the
casino floor, they were unstoppable. Busting Vega$ is Dukach's unbelievably true story; a riveting account of
monumental greed, excess, hubris, sex, love, violence, fear, and statistics that is high-stakes entertainment at its best.
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